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Equivalence Principle in Quantum Mechanics
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Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo
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ABSTRACT

Quantum mechanics in curved space obtained by rewriting a time evolution

kernel in a covariant form is investigated and compared with other quantiza

tion methods. The possibility to observe a quantum-gravitational effect is also

discussed.
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An attempt to conform quantum mechanics to general relativity has caused

controversy and criticism for many years. Usually the problem has been regarded

as a "quantization" prescription in a curved manifold i.e., the WKB approxima

tion [1], the geometric quantization [2], and Ashtekar's formulation [3]. For a

spinless particle in a curved manifold with the metric gij of N -dimension, these

methods give a Hamiltonian operator:

(1)

by quantizing a classical Hamiltonian: H(q, p) = gij (q)PiPj/2m, (i = 1,2, ... , N),

where a scalar curvature R emerges as a quantum correction of order h2
• A

numerical constant eis -1/6 for the WKB method [4]. Since the WKB method

is the first order approximation of the h-expansion, the figure is not necessarily

reliable. The geometric quantization method also gives the same result for this

system [2].

On the other hand, the extension of canonical commutation relations to

curved space [3] can not determine ebecause of the following reason. Let us

consider about a particle localized around some point in curved space. The

quantity m~ (qi)'s for the state can be regarded as the expectation value of mo

mentum operators. From this relation of Ehrenfest, we obtain pi := R1i. [qi, H]

which is determined independent of a scalar curvature term in (1). Commutation

relations among these operators are therefore the same for arbitrary value of e,
and conversely, the canonical commutation relations do not determine the unique

quantum Hamiltonian.

Here, we treat the problem as "covariantization" of quantum Hamiltonian

rather than quantization in curved space, or the extension of canonical commu

tation relations, and we determine' the constant. Since quantum mechanics for a ,

spinless particle is already known in flat space, the remaining problem is the way

to take effects of curved space into it.
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We first start with notations. Let (QG, Pa)'s denote the set of canonical vari

ables referring to a Cartesian system, and (qi,Pi)'S to curvilinear co~rdinates.

Two sets of variables are in the relations:Qa = Fa(q), Pi = (8Fa/8qi)(q)Pa.

In quantum mechanics, corresponding observables (QG, .Pa), (qi,:Pi) are thought

to exist.. We impose canonical commutation relations·: [Qa, Pb] = A1i8Gb etc.

, only in a Cartesian system and regard QG = Fa(q)'s as operator equations.

Let IQ} denote a simultaneous eigen-ket of Qa's with normalization (QIQ') =
ON (Q - Q'). The eigen-kets Iq}'s for qi's are defined by (qIQ) = ON (QG 

FG(q)). Then Iq}'s are normalized as (qlq') = bON(q - q'), where 9ii(q) :=
. V g(q)

oab(8FG/8qi)(8Fb/8qi). The completeness for eigen-kets: i = JdNQIQ)(QI

= JdN q-!9Wlq)(ql is understood. We adopt these two sets of eigen-kets as

basic vectors fixing representations in the resp·ective frames.

Then we can show the following relation for matrix elements of Hamiltonians:

(2)

(4)

where H(q, p) and iID ( Q, P) are the quantum Hamiltonians in curvilinear and

Cartesian coordinates, respectively. This relation is obtained by simply rewriting

Schrodinger's equation for 1jJ(t, Q) := (Qlt, 'lj;) to that for 'lj;(t, q) := (qlt, 1jJ).

We from now on evaluate matrix elements of an infinitesimal time evolution

operator: exp(-?€H], instead of iI. Simple changes of variables lead to

A A J dNp' A·.. .
(ql exp[--.-t:.-€H]\q') = N Vi(1) exp -t:.-€[p~v' - g" (q')p~pj/2m], (3)

(£ (21rn) g(q') (£

where the complete set of momentum eigenstates in a Cartesian system have

been inserted. The remaining definition

€Vi := 6.qi + ~r)k(q')6.qj6.qk

+~[rjk,l(q') + f}r( q')rk1(q')]dqi6.qkdql,

is obtained if one expands the right hand side of €p~Vi := P~(FG(q) - FG(q'))

in Taylar series around q,i and rewrite~ it in Christoffel symbols which can be
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obtained from the definition of 9ij(q), simply by differentiations and algebraic

manipulations. Fourth and higher order terms have been neglected, because

they do not affect the property of the time evolution within order E •

Although the equation (3) is valid only in flat space, we from now on assume

it is valid also in curved space from the viewpoint of the equivalence principle.

The principle of equivalence is certainly for classical mechanics, which states

laws of physics expressed in local inertial coordinates should coincide with that

in flat space. According to this principle, generalization is unique only when the

tensorial extension of equations has no fear to contain second order derivative

terms of the metric. Our situation is, in the strict sense, beyond the scope of

the principle. Nevertheless, because of the following reason, we adopt (4) for the

relation in curved space .

Suppose that a classical particle moving in a curved manifold with the metric

9ij (q) starts from a point q'i at t = 0 and reaches to a point qi at t = E. From the

equation of motion d;t~i + r~k(q)~~ = 0, the classical orbit q~(t) is obtained

as

q~(t) =q'i + tti(O) + ~t2~i(O) + :! t 3'ii(O) + ... ,

(zi(O) :=vi ,

E
2ii(0) := - rjk(q')~qj ~qk - r}r(ql)rkl(ql)~qj ~qk~q',

E
3'qi(O) :=[-rjk,l(q') + 2rjr(ql)rkl(q/)]~qj ~qk~q', .

(5)

which is accurate up to order (~q)3. Then we can interpret vi as an initial

velocity of a particle moving from q'i to qi along geodesics, and it is a vectorial

quantity within a required accuracy. This observation in turn suggests that the

discretization prescription fo£ dtpiii -+- EPiVi is taken in path integral quantization.

After performing momentum integrations, the kernel becomes

( m )N/2 [v=I ( Iv=I exp -t:-S t + E, qj t, q )),
27r -11iE It
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where,

S(t + €, q; t, q') := (~)[9ij(q').6.qi.6.qi+9ir r jk(q').6.qi.6.rI .6.qk

+{ ~9ir (rjk,/(q') + rjs(q')rkl (q')) + ~grsrij(q')rkl(q')}.6.qi.6.qj .6.qkdql],
(7)

up to the required accuracy. S(t, q; t', q') is the extremum of the action and a

solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. From (7) ,we have e= -1/3 which

is twice as large as the previous result, where Ricci tensor is defined by R;,j :=

Rk - r k r k r k r l r k r l'k' - .. k - 'k' + kl ,,- 'I 'k'S ) S), , J ')) ,

For a case of a relativistic particle in curved space-time with the metric gfJV

of D-dimension, our result is the following:

(8)

where sign(g) = (+, -, ... , -). This result is· obtained by the path integral

method using an auxiliary field [6], or a trick using a proper time [1]. In the con

text of the quantum field theory in a curved space-time, the coupling constant of

a scalar curvature term is, in massless case, usually discussed from the viewpoint

of the invariance under the conformal transformation: 9 fJV -+ elf'9 fJV [7], which is

determined as -i(D - 2)/(D -1). We find the equation (8) is therefore not con

formally invariant even in the massless case, while e= -1/6 from old methods

is conformal in D = 4.

There exists criticism that "gravitational forces are quite unimportant in

atomiG phenomena" [5]. In other words, it has been thought that the resolu

tion of the. problem for things which can not be checked by experiments nor

observations is nothing worth except for the theoretical self-consistency. Can

quantum-gravitational effects never really be observed; Is quantum mechanics

nothing to do with gravity? Then next we consider about the possibility to

observe quantum-gravitational effects caused by a scalar curvature term.
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As we see from (8), this effect can be interpreted as a correction to an inertial

mass. If the following effective mass

2 2 1 n 2
meff:= m - -3( -) R,

. c

is defined, an increase of it becomes

(9)

(10)

where lp and lc are the Planck and the Compton length respectively, and T is

the trace of the energy-momentum tensor. We have used Einstein's equation of

gravity. If the mass density p ~ 1018kg/m3 of a neutron star [8] is used as the

approximated value of T, the ratio of increase for the effective mass of an electron

is found to be ~meff/me~ 10-35 , which may hardly be observed.

For a massless particle, neutrinos for example, the effective mass is given by

(11)

Then we find m v ~ 5.4 x 10-18eV for p ~ 1.2 x 105kg/m3 which is the mass

density at the center of the sun, and m v ~ 10-12
rv IO-HeV for the density

of a neutron star. Neutrinos are thought to be most suitable for observation of

quantum-gravitational effects, because they suffer only weak interactions besides

gravitational interactions. In this case, the observability depends on how much

influence neutrinos' mass makes on nuclear interactions in high density stars, and

the neutrino flux from it. Further investigations are therefore needed.
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